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Overview
An assessment has been made of the ability of the UK Met Office 
Unified Model (UM) to simulate the Antarctic stratospheric 
circumpolar vortex and, in particular, the barrier to meridional 
transport associated with the vortex.

Motivation
Stratospheric processes can affect Earth’s weather and are particularly 
important in the Southern Hemisphere due to spring ozone loss above 
Antarctica. The Antarctic Circumpolar Vortex (‘the vortex’), is a key 
feature of Southern Hemisphere stratospheric dynamics, consisting of 
a band of strong westerly winds that forms each winter as the 
meridional temperature gradient between the mid-latitudes and the 
pole increases, persisting through to spring. It influences the Southern 
Annular Mode (SAM), the dominant mode of climate variability in 
Southern Hemisphere middle and high latitudes. The vortex acts as a 
virtually impermeable barrier to transport of air, trace gases, heat and 
momentum between the extra-tropics and the polar region, and can 
be identified by the steep meridional gradient of gas concentrations, 
zonal wind-speed and potential vorticity and by containment of the 
Antarctic ozone hole. It is important that models simulate this barrier 
well as it determines spatial gradients in radiatively active gases, such 
as ozone, which then determine the spatial morphology of the 
radiative forcing field. However, the processes controlling the 
permeability of the vortex, and how they are likely to respond to a 
changing climate, have not been well studied and, as a result, are not 
well simulated in global climate models.

The Antarctic stratosphere
Key reasons for examining stratospheric dynamics in the region 
include: 
• Their importance in driving regional and global climate
• The scarcity of observational data in the region
• The importance of stratospheric processes for determining ozone 

loss
• Assessing how well climate models represent radiative and 

dynamical processes
• Improving understanding of how the region will respond to a 

changing climate.
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Fig. 2. (a-c) September Ҡ
profiles for pentads at 
the 550K Θ level with 
equivalent latitude for 
(a) UM-GA3.0, (b) UM-
GA7.0, and (c) NCEP-
CFSR; (d-f) September 
climatology (1983-2015) 
of the PV gradient 
(colour) and wind-speed 
(contours) between 400-
1500K Θ for (d) UM-
GA3.0, (e) UM-GA7.0, 
and (f) NCEP-CFSR (note 
reversal of x axis).

Meridional Impermeability (Ҡ)
Meridional impermeability (hereafter ҡ) is a function of the meridional 
gradient of PV (with respect to equivalent latitude) and zonal wind 
speed along the PV isoline. ҡ imposes a dynamical constraint on the 
movement of air parcels, with its meridional maximum defining the 
centre of the vortex edge, and is a key measure for determining the 
nature of the vortex transport barrier. 

Fig. 1. Potential Vorticity (PV units at 550K Θ) on 22 October 2014 from NCEP-CFSR 
reanalysis. The solid line shows the 60⁰ South parallel.
(1 PV unit = 10−6𝐾𝑚2𝑘𝑔−1𝑠−1)
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Discussion and Conclusions
We suggest that the principal cause of these ҡ differences is the 
configuration of ozone used in the UM. As a radiatively active 
gas, ozone is a key component in determining vertical 
temperature profiles in the atmosphere. However, interactively 
simulating stratospheric ozone is computationally expensive, so 
around 60% of the climate models contributing to the IPCC 5th 
Assessment Report relied on prescribed ozone, usually as 
monthly mean zonal mean ozone concentrations. Such an 
approach impairs the ability of climate models to simulate the 
effects of ozone changes on the climate system. Figure 1 
highlights latitude 60⁰ South to indicate how a prescribed 
monthly mean, zonal mean model may misrepresent ozone by 
incorrectly allocating it on a latitudinal basis – i.e., low ozone 
outside the vortex region and vice-versa. Figure 3 shows actual 
total column ozone on the same date. The UM output used here 
is based on prescribed time-evolving 3-D monthly mean ozone 
climatology featuring only  temporal averaging.

Results
Neither UM configuration simulates the same degree of dynamical isolation suggested by the reanalysis. The UM has a wider 
meridional band of high wind-speed and steep PV gradients when compared with NCEP-CFSR. Ҡ pentads for September at 
the 550K Θ level indicate clear differences between the UM using the GA3.0 configuration, UM-GA7.0 configuration, and 
NCEP-CFSR reanalysis (Fig. 2a-c). The UM curves peak at lower values of Ҡ, and cover much wider equivalent latitude ranges, 
with high Ҡ continuing further toward the pole compared to NCEP-CFSR. Of note UM-GA7.0 improves on UM-GA3.0 with 
regard to the magnitude of Ҡ, while UM-GA3.0 shows two Ҡ peaks indicating a double-walled barrier. J.Conway, and others 
have recently published an in-depth assessment of this bifurcation tendency, which is observed for most years in reanalysis. 
Profiles of the vortex barrier with potential temperature and wind-speed (Fig 2d-e) indicate the wider latitudinal range in 
both wind-speed and PV gradient. More detail should be available soon in an anticipated publication in Climate Dynamics.

Fig. 3. Total column ozone (Dobson Units) on 22 October 2014 
(NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center).
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Approach
Assessment of ҡ has been undertaken using the UK-Met Office 
Unified Model (UM) for two 33-year (1983-2015) high resolution 
model simulations, run on 20 minute time-steps and on 85 model 
levels, with observed sea surface temperatures as the lower 
boundary condition. Both of the UM simulations – using two 
generations of global atmosphere(GA)-only configurations, namely 
GA3.0 running the New Dynamics dynamical core and GA7.0 running 
the ENDGame dynamical core – are compared against NCEP-CFSR 
meteorological reanalysis.

Outlook
Improving the representation of both the chemistry and dynamics of the circumpolar vortex in global and regional climate 
models may be expected to improve projections and reduce uncertainties for both the stratosphere and troposphere.
Stratospheric cooling due to climate change is expected to be partially offset by a warming effect due to increasing ozone 
concentrations. It is important that the effects of such changes are captured in global climate models. 
Chemistry Climate Models will be assessed with ҡ calculated from output from a single CCM for two runs: one with 
interactive ozone chemistry, and another with the ozone chemistry prescribed. Ongoing work will also assess other 
metrics of impermeability to compare how well they represent the vortex transport barrier. We also aim to assess how 
more recent reanalysis data sets perform in representing the barrier, including MERRA-2 and ERA-5. It is hoped that this 
work will point the way for the development of more sophisticated data sets for prescribing ozone in climate model 
simulations.
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